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The VIPER Conductivity Model

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we briefly discuss the conductivity models used in the

electron beam propagation code VIPER1 • This is a linearized code built to

study the resistive hose instability in an electron beam propagating in air.

Tne beam ionizes the air creating a plasma whose conductivity modifies the

beam generated fields. VIPER uses the ultrarelativistic frozen approximation,

replacing z and t by z (the position in the lab frame) and C u ct-z (the

distance from the beam head). In a typical run there may be 200 beam slices,

each slice having 50 radial points at which the conductivity must be

calculated. These slices move - 400 steps in space. In addition, the

perturbed or dipole conductivity must be found at all the points.

A complete calculation of the conductivity is extremely difficult2 .

Dozens of species of neutrals, ions and their excited states are created.

hey react with the beam, the plasma electrons, and themselves. .n many cases

the reaction rates are not known or there is inconsistent experimental

evidence for them. The plasma electrons are mobile and are affected by the --.-

electric and magnetic fields of the beam. In addition, chemical reaction

systems are notoriously stiff numerically. Computational models which offer a

comprehensive treatment of air chemistry and conductivity generation, such as

CMAIR3 , -7WAC4 , IUTS 5, and FICHEM6 , treat the beam at one z-pcs4tion in

space. It is clearly impossible to put this much detail into the propagation

code, which typically requires several hundred z-steps, and expect to 4o any
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where s is a constant direct production coefficient (during a giver run), P is

ratio of the background density to that of a standard atmosphere, and Jb is

the current density of the beam. s can be written as

s - (dc/dx)/(W) (2)

where de/dx is the stopping power in a standard atmosphere and W is the

average energy needed to create an electron-ion pair. Both of these

quantities depend weakly on the beam energy and the atmospheric specie

concentration. In molecular and atomic nitrogen and oxygen dc/dx rises from

roughly 2200 eV/cm for 1 MeV beam electrons to - 3000 eVlcm for 100 MeV beam

electrons1 3 . Though this variation is small it is important to keep in mind '-"

when comparing predictions for different accelerators. Below 1 MeV the energy

loss Increases rapidly. The energy per ion pair is around 35 eV for the gases

found in distrubed air IM The VIPER value used for ATA (beam energy 50 MeV)

is:

20 2,dn /dt [1/cm3 -sec] = 5.4 x 10 Pi Eamps/cm (3)

which corresponds to (de/dx)/(DW) 86.4 71/cm].

Direct production is usually the major conductivity production effect and

it is important throughout the pulse.

AVALANCHE IONIZATION

A high current, fast rising beam produces large electric fields. These

fields can cause the plasma electrons to avalanche, producing an exponential '.-.

growth in the electron density and conductivity which tries to short out the -

3 -. J%.
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RECOMBINATION

Dissociative recombination is the main sink for electrons in disturbed

air. The contribution to the electron density is _

dn /dt -n 
(6)

where 8 is the effective recombination coefficient.

Recombination is not important in the nose of the beam where the electron

density is low. in the tail, however, it balances off the direct production

of the beam and the electron density becomes nearly constant. l

Recombination helps to stabilize the hose17 , because, although it limits

the amount of conductivity, it broadens the radial profile of the conductivity

and the plasma current. Plasma current flowing outside the beam has a strong

stabilizing effect on hose.

Recombination rates are strongly dependent on the type of molecular ion

present. :t can vary by two orders of magnitude for one volt electrons. in

+ +
dry air the predominant ions early in the pulse are N and 0 These react

2 . .

and produce many cluster ions later in the pulse. The cluster ions have

faster recombination rates. For very long times NO+ dominates. If water

vapor is present the effective recombination rate is large because of the -

hydrated clusters which form. Complicating this is the fact that many of the

rates are not well verified experimentally.

The recombination rate coefficient used in VIPER is

B 0.66(N 2 ) 0.J48(0;) (7)
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The electron-ion collision frequency, ve is given by

V e rv~ ~L~n (9)
e 1 3 m T3/2 e

e

The electron-ion contribution is negligible in the nose. For long beams,

the ion density car. become large enough so that the electron-ion term can

become comparable to, or even surpass the electron-neutral term. In the

current model ZnA is held fixed, although for long pulse beams its variation

should be considered.

The total collision frequency is simply taker to be the sum of the

electron-neutral and electron-ion terms. This is a good approximation when

one of them dominates. The proper weighting requires a knowledge of the . -

electron distribution function2.

The conductivity is then given by r

e2  ne (10)
m (V *Ven ei

it has been shown that inclusion of a temperature (or E/P) dependence in

the collision frequency results in a new destabilizing term to the dipole

conductivity. When compared with a fixed v conductivity model an "ElP" model

usually gives more growth in the beam head, but reduced local growth rates in

the beam tail-'.

ELECTRON TEMPERAT.RE

it i s assumed that the plasma sea of electrons are Maxwellian, or at

least car be characterized by an electron temperature. There are many

processes that contribute to the determination f this temperature. The major-

. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$%.
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The Te(E/P) relationship is most accurate in regions of the beam where

ohmic heating is the dominant heating mechanism. Thus, it is well-suited for

treating the beam head and body where most hose growth usually occurs. It is

less accurate for the tail region of long pulses where collisional beam

deposition can be the dominant heating mechanism.

SUMMARY OF MONOPOLE AND DIPOLE EQUATIONS

The results from the previous sections are combined to give rate

equations for the monopole and dipole electron densities n (r,;) and re (r,).e e

Replacing the time derivatives in (3), (4), and (6) with gives

dn
e2c - sP + a(E/P)ne (T )n

the rates s, a, and S are given in (3), (5), and (7) respectively. The
conductivity c(n ,T ) is given in (10), using the collision frequencies in (8)

e

and (9). The temperature Te is taken from the E? relations in (11) or (12).

The monopole conductivity equations are used to give a(r,;) in VIPER, SIMM"

and S:MMI and a(r,,,e) in the SARLAC model.

Linearized hose codes such as VIPER and SIMMI require equations for the

dipole or perturbed conductivity. Additional terms appe& for the temperature

dependent rate coefficients. Using to denote dipole quantities, we have

dn .
c = sPJ ,n e  a -e  - 25r.n .n n..

ee e e'

and
.-. 1

2ve n me ~o . (5 ) -
M M V m
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Since the coefficients a, 3, and , are fur.ctior.s of Te(E/P) the dipole

a 
P th dipol

ocefficients a, 3, and vm are giver, by appropriate derivatives of these 
.

coefficients. For example,

a T Te 3T e3E 06)

with the dipole electric field E given by

S E E + E E r ra zE r r (17)

- -(E 2  2)/2
z r

- The actual equations used in VIER employ a set of dimensionless units

widely used in the beam propagatio community. Using primes to denote

dimensionless quantities and scaling to the nominal beam radius a., we have

- a0 " (18a)

4..

41 " 2 e (18b)

0

-" ('8c)

n (18d)
41rar

e a
0 -

S* - ca r' (183g)
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= a Vm  
(18h)a0

e21m 2  ' ..-. p
2 2The dimensional quantities are in cgs units, and r° = is the classical

electron radius. The dimensionless forms of (10) and (13-15) have c and e2/m

replaced by 1. The detailed diagnostics output from VIPER are in terms of the

dimensionless units described above.

NUMERIC"AL CONSIDERATIONS

7he differential equations are solved by a simple differencing. If the

avalanching becomes important an integrating factor is automatically used.

The conductivity and field solver are advanced by a leapfrog scheme. If the

fields change too rapidly or the hose motion becomes too violent an automatic

subgridding of the timestep is performed. Although the coefficients are given

by analytic formulas, we usually began a run by setting up tables indexed on --

E/P and use a fast table lookup routine thereafter.

BENCHMARK

Table 1 shows a comparison for some of the air chemistry quantities for

similar runs between the VIPER model discussed above and the radially resolved

CHMAIR II model23. CHMAIR II is a detailed air chemistry code containing

many species and reactions. The data are given at the injection point for a

beam similar to the ATA beam, 10 kA and 50 MeV. Figure 2 shows the electron

temperature plotted versus the electric field at several radii in the CrUNAIR

run. The VIPER E/P relationship is also shown.

11 °°.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an air chemistry model which is numerically fast and

stable enough to be used in a linearized propagation code. The model is tuned *'.

to electron beams comparable to the ATA beam entering dry air. Processes

determining the electron density are direct ionization, avalanche ionization,

and dissociative recombination. Temperature dependent electron-neutral and -71

electron-ion collision frequencies are included.
.5...
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Figure 1. VIPER polynomial fit compared to calculated mcmentum transfer
frequency. The dashed curve is the VIPER fit, the dotted curve

is a weighted sum of v for u 2 and 02, and the solid curve is an

"exact" calculation of v using t'he integration method described
in Ref. 2. "
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